From the President

A human builds up his/her world to provide two basic savings – material and moral. Our existence has needs in connection with the material side, as well as its moral world has also requirements. Percept of foundation in our tradition has a structure which has an aim to consider all material and moral aspects of human being and which realizes services towards this aim. Ensar Foundation is a foundation which was found to develop and convey this existing percept to future generations in a way that is suitable to the needs of the time, and which has been performing studies towards this aim for more than 30 years of time.

Acting with a thought that human being is precious because of its existence; Ensar Foundation, has been devoting its savings and energy in growing up generations who are aware of their preciousness. Being precious of human is connected to realizing the Creator of the very existence of himself/herself. The base of establishing this connection is possible by making religious and ethical values a part of the life of human being. Our Foundation which regards that the way religious and ethical values become a part of human's life is only possible by having a good religious education and training has been settling its studies in this scope. Ever since the day it was established, our Foundation has been performing researches, studies of educations and publications in Turkey for the service of education and training of religion to be able to be performed under more suitable conditions and in a more sufficient way, until today. For this purpose Ensar Foundation has included Center for Values Education, Ensar Publication Group, Ensar Institute, Ensar Branches, Ensar Education Institutes and Ensar Higher Education Dormitories in its structuring. Each and every one of these institutions has been organizing its services under the basic scope of the Foundation within its own work field and discipline.

On the other hand, while our Foundation has been fulfilling board and lodging needs of students with opportunities like its scholarships, accommodation and food services, on the other hand it has been contributing development of them with channels of work like seminars, conferences, panels, dialogues, workshop works and reading meetings. Ensar Foundation is the resulting output of a saving that was devoted to making new roads to become originated as “Ensar” in today’s world, moreover to develop and become widespread of being it.
Our foundation was established in 1979 with intent to enrich the moral dynamics of our people and to contribute their scholarly, intellectual and moral improvement and since the first day operates in several fields to achieve this aim. Our foundation that presently serves with tens of branches throughout Turkey has preferred the way of specialization at one field to provide more efficient service with higher quality and has taken the subjects of “religious and ethical education” and “values education” at national and international level as a goal.

Our foundation efforts to make theoretical and practical studies at the areas of expertise, support the ones research into this subject and provide training support to teachers, teacher candidates and university students. With the responsibility and awareness of conveying knowledge from today to tomorrow healthily, it is taking fast and firm steps forward to be a ”knowledge and data center” for the subjects of the field of study and performing all activities in accordance with this purpose.

Within the body of our foundation, many scholarly and academically activities in the field of Religion and Values education are performed and at the same time education seminars in the fields of fundamental Islamic studies and social sciences are being organized for our students.
MISSION
Ensar Foundation a foundation which serves with training, publication and organization activities for all social stratum particularly the young by developing sufficient academic studies and continuous projects for the purpose of growing a generation which is faithful to humanitarian values.

VISION
Being the most competent foundation which is in the field of religion and values training at national and international level, faithful to its values and will has a voice in the future with its intellectual knowledge and academic success.
THE PRESIDENTS OF THE FOUNDATION
RIDVAN NIZAMOGLU
(1979 – 1990)

He was born in Duzce, Akcakoca in 1947. He became a hafiz after primary school. He graduated from Adapazari IHL (Religious Vocational High School) and Adapazari High School. He graduated from High Islam Institute in 1971 and from Istanbul University Faculty of Law in 1975. He took office at Istanbul Head Directorate of Foundations in 1975. In 1978, he became Istanbul Head Director of Foundations. He was appointed to solicitorship at Office of Head of Religious Affairs in 1981. In 1989, he had executed as revolving funds operation manager for a year time period. In 1990, he was appointed to crown solicitorship. In 1993, he was appointed to Paris Counsellor for Religious Services. He worked there more than four years. In 1997, he performed the task of acting Counsellor of Office of Head of Religious Affairs. He was appointed to Consulate General of Religious Affairs Attaché of Turkish Republic in Hamburg in August, 2005. He completed his duty there in August of 2008 and turned back to Turkey. He retired as a solicitor.

MUHSIN KALAYCI

He was born in Mahdumlar village of Tarakli, Sakarya in 26.03.1943. He finished primary school in the village he was born and started to high school education at Istanbul Imam Hatip High School in 1958. Mr. Kalayci who started his religious vocational education Istanbul Imam Hatip High School, completed his education at Sakarya Imam Hatip High School. After religious vocational high school education he started High Islam Institute and graduated. Then, he finished Business and Economics Institute of one year. He is still continuing his business life that he started after military service. Mr. Kalayci who is among the founders of our foundation executed vice president of board of trustee and president of board of trustee for two terms. Mr. Kalayci is married and has 3 children.
KERIM AYTEKIN  
(21.02.1990 – 02.06.1990)

He was born in Bozat Village of Susehri, Sivas. He completed his secondary education at Istanbul IHL. With the diplomas that he received from there and Pertevniyal High School, he graduated from High Islam Institute and Faculty of Law. His articles have started to be published at several newspapers and journals since secondary school years. He executed editorship at Tohum Journal. He published various translation and copyrighted works. He participated in studies of translation of Holy Quran and Taberi Tafsir. He had done radio broadcasting for a very long time. He had printed and voiced publications with the name of “Kuran’ in isiginda” (by the light of Quran). He had been manager at Fetih Higher Education Dormitory for nearly twenty years. He participated in political activities. He has stood at establishment of some societies and foundations and joined their activities. He is still continuing mainly educational training activities at some non-governmental organizations.

AHMET SISMAN  

He was born in Gerede, Bolu in 1952. He completed primary education in Ankara and secondary education at Istanbul IHL. He graduated from High Islam Institute and Istanbul University Sociology Department. He received a master degree at Istanbul University Sociology Department. Between the years of 1975 and 1977, he had worked as teacher at the Ministry of National Education. He had stood as teacher in Germany between the years of 1978 and 1984. He is establishing of Dusunce Press, Insan Press and Iz Publishing. He executed chairmanship of the executive board of Sismanogullari Enterprise System. He was one of the cofounders of Yeni Safak Paper. He is the owner and publisher of Bilgi ve Hikmet, İktisat ve Is Dunyasi and Izlenim Journals. He executed membership, secretariat and chairmanship of TGTV (Turkey Voluntary Organizations Foundation). He has translation and copyrighted works published. Ahmet Sisman passed away in 16 July 2011.
Ad. ISMAIL CENK DILBEROGLU  
(2011 - ....)

He was born at 10.06.1975 in Istanbul as the second child of a Tranbzon-origin family. He completed primary school at Erenkoy, secondary and high schools at Kartal Anatolian Imam Hatip High School. He started Marmara University Faculty of Law in 1998 and graduated in 1998. After the internship that he finished in 1999, he did short term military service in Ankara. He is still continuing self-employed advocacy activities that he started in 2001 at his office in Taksim, Istanbul.

He performed the task of chairmanship of Kartal Anatolian Imam Hatip High School Alumni and Members Association between the years of 1996 and 1998. In 1999, he became a member of Board of Trustees of Ensar Foundation. He has been continuing to the ongoing task of membership of Board of Trustees of Ensar Foundation as the Chairman of Board of Trustees since 2011. Moreover, He was on duty of Justice and Development Party Founding Chairmanship of Istanbul Youth Branches in 2001. He was elected as the member of Provincial Council from Uskudar in 2004 and from Atasehir in 2009. He is married and has two children.
Center for Values Education (CVE) is a training and research center that was established within Ensar Foundation in 2003 as a civil initiative for the purpose of contribution to the field of values education at academic level. CVE promotes a training percept that cares about the place of values in human life, finds it meaningful and intends to improve it, and it makes the study of values in the widest sense with the aspects of moral, religious, social and philosophical. Center for values Education is a center that makes training and research activities in the fields of like values and education, religion and ethic education, religion-state affairs, religious politics and religious education institutions, and data and knowledge in the field of the subject are collected in.

EDUCATION
Education activities are at the center of activities of Center for Values Education. CVE carries out academic activities for undergraduate and graduate students primarily in the fields of educational sciences, social sciences and religious studies. Education activities are updated every term and redesigned in parallel with the interest and requirements.

1. UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS PROGRAM
Center for Values Education organizes introduction and grade seminars and interdisciplinary workshops for students from Faculties of Education, Theology, Medicine, Engineering, Pharmacy, Law and Science and Letters. Fundamentals of Religious Education, Islam with Baselines, Human and Inspiration, Subjects and Activities at Religious Education, Religious Education Applications, Thematic Readings upon Religious Education, Cinema and Religion, Teacher Candidate Progress Seminars are some of them.
2. CVE ACADEMY CONVERSATIONS

Center for Values Education aims to raise our students in scholar and intellectual senses with “CVE Academy Conversations” since the year of 2010. By inviting academicians from various disciplines, journalists, writers, politicians and NGO representatives, the opportunity of meeting and having conversation with this people is offered to our students.
3. GRADUATE STUDENTS PROGRAM (Workshops)
Center for Values Education, with attributing much importance and seriousness to postgraduate studies and projects since its foundation, has developed a foundation vision which performs academic studies and researches in social science areas like sociology, psychology, philosophy, history notably religious education and values education and also supports academicians and graduate students working on these fields. The prior activity for this purpose is workshops organized every year for graduate students. Workshops that graduate students taken into by election are performed by competent academician and experts. Workshops are completed with “Center for Values Education Graduate Student Symposium and Panels” every year. In this program, every workshop group shares with the audience the articles which they generated by studies that they worked on for a whole year.
4. TEACHER ACTIVITIES

Center for Values Education has organized programs for teachers within the scope of training studies. For the purpose of contributing to education in Turkey to become more qualified notably religious education and training, activities like personal and career development seminars, material, learning objects and activity development projects, unit and lesson workshops have been offered to teachers. Center for Values Education has carried out the mentioned activities through Religious Culture and Moral Knowledge Platform (RCMK Platform), IHL (Imam Hatip high School) Teachers Platform (IHL Platform) and Values Education Platform.
A. DKAB PLATFORM
(Religious Culture and Ethical Knowledge Platform)

Center for Values Education has developed lesson materials to enable DKAB Teachers to teach lessons more efficiently and yieldingly and has performed many programs and organizations for teachers since the year of 2003 it was established. The activities which performed through “DKAB Lesson Material Development Project” until 2006, with establishment of DKAB Platform within the body of CVE in 2006, has enlarged as including material and learning objects development studies, teacher career development trainings, teacher book and journals, social and cultural projects for teachers.
B. IHL PLATFORM  
(Imam Hatip High School Teachers Platform)  
The activities for Imam Hatip High Schools and their teachers have started since foundation of Center for Values Education as education and project based. For contributing to the quality of education at Imam Hatip High Schools through IHL Platform, lesson materials, supplementary reference book studies, shop class summits, syllabus studies for teachers and personal and career development educations for teachers, students and school managers are performed.

C. VALUES EDUCATION PLATFORM  
Values Education Platform was established within the body of CVE for the purpose of performing teacher and student educations on the subject of values education applications and developing required lesson materials and activities while applying the education of values like justice, love, respect, responsibility, trust, patience, helping each other at school and class media. Studies and materials about values education made by platform are submitted for utilization of all teachers via the link “www.degerler.org.”
5. VALUES OLYMPIADS

Values Olympiads that every year a value is determined as theme have been organized for the purpose of raising awareness at students and schools in terms of ethic values and making the values that public and person require a current issue by organization of Center for Values Education. Secondary and high school students have been participating in the olympiads with works like at the branches of painting-cartoon, poetry, composition, story, project and short film about the “theme value” and the students which was came in by judgement of the jury have been awarded.
RESEARCH

Center for Values Education has organized organizations like symposium, panel, workshop with the aim of making thoroughly studies and researches at social sciences notably values education and has fulfilled research projects. Research activities of the center are performed under two titles as Research Projects and Scientific Organizations.

1. Research Projects

DEM 2007 yılından bu yana, Türkiye’de din eğitimi, değerler eğitimi, dini kurumlar gibi pek çok konuda araştırma projeleri yürütmektedir.

- CVE has executed research projects at many subjects like religious education, values education and religious institutions in Turkey since 2007.
- Values Education Project: Schedule and Book
- Child and Education as A Value at Ottoman Society
- EU Education and Youth Projects
- Religion and Religious Affairs for Their Personnel
- Optional Religious Education
- 4+4+4 Education System and Religious Education
- Elective Religious Education Lessons Assessment Report
2. Scientific Organizations
CVE has organized symposiums, workshops, panels and summits about the subjects at the field of study, thus it has aimed to make the subjects that are regarded as significant a current issue and to make them discussed in scientific manner.

- Religious Education and Problems in Turkey Panel
- Religious Culture and Moral Knowledge Lessons at Religious Education and Training Working Meeting
- Training and Education at Imam-Hatip High Schools Working Meeting
- International Values and Education Symposium
- IHL Teachers of Profession Lessons Working Meetings
- IHL Students Personal Developments Summits
- IHL Teachers Personal Developments Summits
- What Kind of Education for What Kind of Europe International Workshop
- Teaching for Tolerance in Muslim Majiriy Societies International Working Meeting
- Religious Education In Muslim World and Teaching Islam In Schools in Europe International Symposium
- RCMK Teachers Career Development Summits
- RCMK Teacher Symposium
- Values Education in Schools Working Meeting
- Religious Education in Schools in Turkey Symposium
- Religious Education in Africa Countries International Workshop
- Religious Education and Religious Institutions in the New Constitution Workshop
- Graduate Students Symposium and Panels
- International Values and Education Symposium
- Imam Hatip High Schools at 100th Anniversary International Symposium
- 100. Yılında İmam Hatip Liseleri Uluslararası Sempozyumu
16-18 November 2012
Istanbul

II. INTERNATIONAL VALUES AND EDUCATION SYMPOSIUM

Abstract Submission Deadline: 10 June 2012
Announcement for Accepted Papers: 30 June 2012
Full Paper Submission: 01 November 2012

For more information: www.udes.dem.org.tr
Contact: Özlem Ülker | ozlemulkern@dem.org.tr

Center for Values Education
Salesmaniye Cad. No 13 Fatih/Istanbul
Tel: (+90) 0212 522 46 02
Fax: (+90) 0212 522 46 02
E-mail: info@dem.org.tr
PUBLICATION
Center for Values Education has published in three categories (book, journal and web publishing) for the purpose of offering books and periodicals that are in the subject areas of education, education history, psychology, sociology, Turkish education system, religious education and especially values education to utilization of Researchers.

1. Book
Nearly a hundred of books have been published within DEM Publication and offered to utilization of researchers and readers.

2. Values Education Journal (DED)
It is the periodical activity of Center for Values Education and is an interdisciplinary and refereed academic journal that is published twice per year. Main objective of DED that began publishing life in the early of 2003 is providing domestic and international scientific contributions to the field of values education.

3. Web Publishing
Education and research studies, lesson materials and learning objects performed within the body of CVE are brought into use as open share at web sites of the center.

www.dem.org.tr
www.dinkulturuogretmeni.com
www.dkab.org
www.degerler.org
www.imamhatipogretmeni.com
www.dkabplatformu.org
www.degerlerolimpiyati.com
www.degerlerolimpiyati.com
ISTANBUL DESIGN CENTER

Istanbul Design Center which is continuing its activities in Kadirga Ozbekler Tekkesi building around Sultanahmet, was established in 2008 with the purpose of grow new designers with its different education percept from the design subject.

Programs have been performed by various ways like certificate programs and periodical educations, workshops, seminar programs, reading group meetings and technical visit programs. While going on to education programs at various departments like Architecture-Urbanism, Graphic Design, Photograph, Cinema, television, Classic Turkish visual arts with rich content which are formed by considering close contact of design with many different areas from history to art and from philosophy to cinema, also SEMINAR PROGRAMS and MASS DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS have been executed for utilization of the designers and the ones interested in design who come to the center. Further, workshops at many different areas have been organized by forming multidisciplinary working media.

Istanbul Design Center has hosted galleries at many different areas in its historically and architecturally important building beside education oriented program. The efforts for new publications have been continuing following the book of “Art Philosophy” which is the first work of Istanbul Tasarim Publications that was established by the thoughts of publishing works related to design and art.

Istanbul Design Center has used 1 Drawing Studio, 1 Seminar room, 1 multipurpose hall, 4 classrooms, 2 computer workplaces in its historical building as functionally as possible.
PROGRAMS

- Architecture Urbanism Education Program
- Graphic Design Program
- Photography Program
- Fundamental Fashion Design Education Program
- 3D Max Architectural Visualization Program
- Preparation to Fine Arts Program
- Design for Kids Programs
- Short Film Theory and Application Workshop
- Architectural Work in Islam History Workshop
- Sketch Workshop
- Game and Toy Design Workshop
- Illustration Workshop
- Industrial Design Workshop
- Architectural Design Workshop
- IDC Seminars
- Exhibitions
ENSAR TV

Ensar Tv is a webcasting education channel which is an establishment of Ensar Foundation and continues to its activities within the body of Istanbul Design Center.

It is possible to easily achieve to more than 400 video recording archives of performed programs as of today at Ensar Tv that most of the activities of Ensar Foundation, Center for Values Education and Istanbul Design Center are broadcasted live via the web site of www.ensar.tv.
SOME OF THE ENSAR TV PROGRAMS
ENSAR COLLEGE

Our foundation has aimed to grow self confident and virtuous generations and a qualified training staff in classrooms equipped with advanced technology at a secure media with its college in Basaksehir. Education and training at the levels of Preschool, elementary and high school is provided in our college. Our foundation which believes in Turkey at advanced development level can be achieved by a moral and trained generation has continued its activities in parallel with this purpose with education institutions at different levels from preschool to high education.
Values Education
The lessons about fundamentals of our religion, moral knowledge and our Prophet's life have been taught in a catchy and entertaining way.

Intellectual Knowledge
With Poetry Nights and writer and poet conversations organized at Ensar College, cultural awareness of students has been created. With Media Readings and Writership Workshop lessons, reading and writing habit has been acquired and works have been published at school newspaper, bulletin and our digital media. Reference books of 300 years have been read from its original with Ottoman Turkish lessons.

Least Two Foreign Languages
At least education of two languages, the west and the east, particularly English and Arabic have been provided.
Practice with foreign teachers
English Library
Karaoke Contests
English Short Film Contests
Play Mat-Scrabble, Quiz Show
**Sports**
Indoor Sports Hall, Outdoor Football Pitch, Indoor Swimming Pool.
Swimming, Football, Basketball, Badminton, Table Tennis, Archery, Chess, many prize and medal.

**Music**
Our students graduated from Ensar College have learnt to play very well at least one musical instrument. Violin, Reed, Baglama, Guitar, Drum.

**Art**
Art culture has been created by teaching at least one of traditional or visual arts.
Calligraphy, Illumination, Theater, Short Film, Writership Workshop, Media and Cinema.

**Social Activities**
National and foreign tours have been organized to create History and Culture Awareness.
Nature Tours, City Sightseeing Tours, Science Exhibition Visits, Fair Visits, Factory Tours, Picture and Photograph Exhibition.
ENSAR PRESCHOOL

The purpose of our preschool in Dudullu is growing moral generations which protect moral values besides obtaining social, cognitive and psychomotor development of kids.

Objectives of our Preschool

are to contribute growing generations which are

* Articulate
* Self confident
* find solution suggestions to encountered problems
* Sensitive to himself/herself and environment
* Responsible

At our preschool, training in the fields of values education, computer, foreign language, gymnastics, swimming and drama has been providing.
Our foundation which has been focused on education since its foundation supports undergraduate and graduate students with several opportunities and scholarships. At this topic, students which continue to their education at home and abroad have been supported by scholarships.

**UNDERGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS**
Our foundation has supported the students which have a right to undergraduate education, with the scholarships sustained by Center for Values Education.

**GRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS**
Our foundation, which aims to grow academically qualified staff, on the one hand has contributed to scientific development of academician candidates with “workshop works” organized within its body, on the other hand has supported graduate students attended regularly to these workshops with monthly scholarships.

**ABROAD SCHOLARSHIPS**
Undergraduate and graduate students, who have received an acceptance from foreign universities and continue to their education there, have been supported by scholarships. In this field, Center for Values Education has started to support the students, who want to continue to their educations abroad and have financial difficulties, with scholarships since the year of 2006-2007. We currently have students who continue to their education at the countries like Macedonia, Bulgaria, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Malaysia, Romania.
DORMITORIES
RUSTEMPASA HIGHER EDUCATION MALE DORMITORY

Taking as a priority aim contributing to education, our foundation has assisted accommodation problem of the students by opening dormitories for male and female students.

The dormitory, which is for 65 students and serves with full capacity, went into action in 2005 at Sultanahmet / Kadirga. To be able to satisfy all requirements of the students, our dormitory has a refectory, a canteen, a guest hall, a study hall, a computer room, bathrooms, a laundry room, a table tennis room and a praying room.
CEMBERLITAS FEMALE STUDENTS’ APART

Our foundation has opened dormitories to create safe places to live not only for male students but also for female students who studies at different universities in Istanbul. The very first one of those went into action in 2007-2008 academic year in Cemberlitas with the capacity for 52 students. A building was added to this apart in 2013 and the capacity increased and it turned a place where 120 students can live.

FATIH FEMALE STUDENTS’ RESIDENCE

Fatih Female Students’ Residence has provided the facility of living in an atmosphere of a historical building in the center of Istanbul with the capacity for 66 students since 2012-2013 academic year.
BASAKSEHIR SECONDARY EDUCATION FEMALE DORMITORY

Basaksehir Secondary Education Female Dormitory is close to Basaksehir Ensar College and it is a place where our students can feel in safe, comfort, decent and they can feel like home. The capacity of the dormitory is 100 students.

Our dormitory has been designed to complete needs and demands of our students. We have facilities like suites for 3 or 4 people, study halls where our students can study efficiently, laundry and ironing room, comfortable and large resting rooms, gym (open for 24 hours), and security service for 24 hours.
THE DORMITORY WORKS IN OUR BRANCHES

1. Adana Secondary Education Female Dormitory
The Dormitory, which has 100 students capacity, has served in Karaisali Town since 2006.

2. Mardin Ensar Secondary Education Male Dormitory
The dormitory, which has 7 flats and has 75 students capacity, has served in Yenisehir – Mardin since 2012.
3. Samsun Higher Education Male Dormitory
Our Dormitory building located in Atakum – Samsun close by the university. It has 7 flats and planned for 120 students and it will begin to serve this year.

4. Nigde Camardi Ensar Secondary Education Female Dormitory
The Dormitory, which is located in Burc Town, has been in service since 2009 with the capacity for 76 students.

5. Erzurum Higher Education Female Dormitory
The Dormitory, which is located in Terminal Neighbourhood in the center of Erzurum, has started to serve in 2013 with its 7 flats and the capacity for 70 students.
The core of our publishing activities started in our foundation’s center in Sulaymaniye. After that, we have started a campaign of publishing particularly for Islamic Divinity Students High-School and Faculties of Theology, for universities, instructors, students and for the people of our community in all ages. These activities has received serious attention. Ensar Publications, Gulhane Publications, Vefa Publications, Degerler Egitim Merkezi (DEM) Publications, ISAV Publications, Istanbul Tasarim Publications, they all signed many valuable artifacts in succession. We have opened sales offices to be able to reach easily to our community. Besides, we have opened up to the world by serving with our web site for sales under the name of Ensar Kitap. The publishing activities, which have been conducted since the establishment of our foundation, has turned a big publishing group today with our community’s interest through its publishing houses, book sales offices and web site for book sales. Our publishing group makes a great effort to be able to bring the readers accurate and authentic information especially in every chapter of religious publications in the field of education and culture. Our efforts will proceed until the day there is no one left to reached among our people.
ENSAR PUBLICATIONS
Man needs cultural information to be able to use and teach the accurate information to others in the easiest way as well as he needs accurate information. Ensar Publications publishes textbooks and reference books in basic Islamic sciences such as Fiqh, Hadith, Quran Studies, History, Logic, Ethics, Philosophy, Mysticism and Arabic language. Ensar Publications also includes publications related to cultural side of our religion as reminiscences, stories, novels and anecdotes about Islamic history. Ensar Publications shares its book archive via promotional web site (www.ensarnesriyat.com.tr) with the readers.

GULHANE PUBLICATIONS
Today, our primary schools curricula especially for religious education is insufficient. Both teachers and students needs a personal development training within value-based education. Gulhane Publications publishes works to ensure consolidation of basic religious knowledge as well as adaptation of personal development training within value-based education.
CENTER FOR VALUES EDUCATION

Since settlement of modernism into our social life, interest to our cultural values decreased each passing day and the values forming us is sunk into oblivion. Center for Values Education, which has established within the structure of our foundation aiming to revive our religious and cultural values and place them at the center of our lives like before, publishes works related to the publishing group. DEM Publications invites people to protect our own values through educational books and reference books to inform people from every region.

VEFA PUBLICATIONS

Sufism is a school where love of Allah and morality of Prophet Muhammad has been taught in its own education system. The most important value of our culture, which raises our community, has remained unclaimed with the closure of dervish lodges and retreats during the Republican period. Vefa Publications has started to publish works aiming to resurrect Sufism culture.
JOURNAL OF VALUES EDUCATION
It is periodical work of Center for Values Education and it is published related to our publishing group. It is an interdisciplinary refereed academic journal published twice a year. The main goal of JVE, which has launched at the beginning of the year 2003, is to provide local and international scientific contribution within the scope of values education. Journal of Values Education has been indexed by Education Research Index and TUBITAK-ULAKBIM Social Sciences Database. JVE has reached 24th issue up to the present.

ISTANBUL DESIGN PUBLICATIONS
Istanbul Design Center (IDC) is a design training institute which established in 2008 and has conducted its activities related to our foundation. It aims to raise new designers in Istanbul within a different perspective of education about design. Besides the CURRICULUM for registered students, SEMINAR PROGRAMS and MASS DEMONSTRATION PROGRAMS are being hold for the benefits of designers who comes to the center and a design PUBLISHING HOUSE was established for the benefit of all designers. Books of Istanbul Design Publications have being presented by our publishing group.
ISAV
(Islamic Knowledge Research Foundation)
ISAV (Islamic Knowledge Research Foundation), is a foundation that was established in 1970 by a group of scholars and businessmen for the purpose of making scholarly researches at national and international level in the field of Islamic knowledge, growing researchers for Islamic knowledge and supporting the researchers and their researches in this field. Works of IKRF within this scope have been prepared and published within the body of our publication group. ISAV Publications which makes works in the fields of woman and family and education, religious education, methodology, fiqh, exegesis, Arabic, hadith, sociology until today, has more than fifty books.

ISAR
(Istanbul Research and Education Foundation)
ISAR (Istanbul Research and Education Foundation) was established in the end of 2009 in Uskudar for the purpose of supporting the students who are brought under its roof with the accumulation of knowledge and experience, and with reference to the idea of offering drastic and healthy solutions to the requirements of globalizing world require our scholars to be competent at both modern social and human sciences with their own knowledge of history, notion and scholarship. The books of ISAR which performed many seminar, symposium and research until today have been published by our publication group.
ENSAR BOOK WEB SELLING

Book is the main source of all education and culture activities and an essential knowledge and culture tool to enable human to improve oneself. However, meeting book with the reader looking for it may be as important as book itself within the scope of rising new ideas and projects.

Our Ensar Book web selling site (www.ensarkitap.com) was established for the purpose of facilitating reaching different books in different areas for our readers and enabling them to instantly follow the up and coming books in the book market. Our web selling site which starts to meet the needs of our readers in this subject in a short span of time has continuously maintained service in the presence of day by day increasing demand.
ENSAR BOOK SELLING POINTS

Book selling points are not just markets but the first centers that knowledge and culture shared. They are places where readers come together and meet the work and also news about the work and its writer are received. Our publication group which is aware of this has started to studies about opening book selling offices. Now, we have selling points at Suleymaniye, Fatih and Esenler in Istanbul and at Diyarbakir. Our studies to open new selling offices have been going on.
**Istanbul / Giyimkent:**
It is serving in the head office of our publications group.

**Address:** Oruc Reis Mh. Giyimkent Sitesi 12. Str. No:40-42 Esenler-İstanbul

**Phone:** 212-491 19 03-04

**Istanbul / Suleymaniye:**
It is serving in the head office of our publications group.

**Address:** Suleymaniye C. No:11 Suleymaniye/Fatih/ İstanbul

**Phone:** 0212-513 03 09 /0212-513 09 90
Diyarbakir:

It is in Hasan Pasa Inn which is one of the most important historical buildings from 19th century. The inn was built between the years of 1572 and 1575 by Vezirzade Hasan Pasa who is the son of Sokollu Mehmet Pasa, the third governor after Diyarbakir conquered by Ottomans. Our bookstore has the property of being the greatest bookstore of Middle East. Its usable area is 1000 m2. Our readers have met with books in a quiet and spacious ambient.

**Address:** Dabanoglu Mh. Gazi Cd. Hasan Pasa Hani No:43 Surici/Diyarbakir  **Phone:** 0412-224 26 09
FOOD SERVICES
Our foundation has provided launch for secondary education students at Imam Hatip High Schools and female university students at the head office of our foundation and three squares meals for male and female students accommodate in our dormitories since 2006.

Our food service which started with one Imam Hatip High School, is within 7 years time period increasingly and improvingly continuing with 28 schools in 2013. As of today, we keep serving with 85 staff and 2 food engineer at production department and with 1 manager, 1 coordinator and 5 staff at logistic department.

We have produced in 7 points at Anatolian and European sides and have tried to maintain food service by imported system at our schools which do not have suitable substructures for food production.

At our schools which do not have suitable substructures for food production throughout Istanbul, food production and service is made by our experienced staff in our centers which the one that was settled in Anatolian site has food production capacity of four thousand people and the one that was settled in European site has food production capacity of six thousand people. We provide food service within the shortest time and the healthiest way with our distribution team.

Our meat requirement, the most important component, has been met by Ensar volunteers’ sacrifices. With conservation support we take from a leading firm which has integrated meat plant and cold storage depot, we have offered sacrifice meat to the consumption of our students in a school year.

Supplies that Ensar volunteers made like dry food, legumes, oil, tea, sugar etc. have been conserved punctiliously and carefully in our depots and fruit and vegetable requirements have been met daily.
FOOD SERVICES AT OUR HEAD OFFICE

Food service has been provided every day at the head office of our foundation either to the students attended to seminars or female students from Istanbul University. Too many students have benefited from free food service opportunity beside prayer room and studying rooms available usage of students in our head office.
FOOD SERVICES AT IMAM HATIP HIGH SCHOOLS

Ensar Foundation has provided food service every weekday approximately 20 thousands of students continue to education at several Imam Hatip High Schools throughout Istanbul.
OUR BRANCHES
When it comes to foundations all of us have an important responsibility. This responsibility is protecting foundation consciousness that is common values of humanity and also forms human and life based applications of Islam civilization, handing it down the next generations, explaining foundation spirit again and in a way that is suitable to the spirit of the time, making it comprehended and rebuilding it. Because humanity remain standing by sharing, abnegation, subsidizing, collaboration and serving to livings and environment.

As of July 2013 Ensar Foundation has 56 branches. Our branches which conduce towards spreading service area of our foundation out all over Turkey, our members of the board and volunteers are frontrunners of this service caravan.
ADANA
Yalçın CELİK 5334404901 Belediye Evleri District 84197 Str. No:5 Bodrum1-2 Cukurova

ADIYAMAN
Muzaffer SIMSEK 5055656653 Siratut District Cumhuriyet Road Upon Old Office of Mufti Flat: 2

AFYONKARAHİSAR
İbrahim DURGUT 5057650061 Dumlupinar District Yuzbasi Agah Road. No: 38

AGRI / PATNOS
Tekin DINC 5367768953 Atatürk Boulevard, near of Is Bank No: 60-3

AKSARAY
Bilal BİLECIK. 5058164718 Ereyli Kapi District 40M on the road İpekyolu Trade Center B Block No:4/23

AMASYA
İsmail Hakki CİTTİR 5052603332 Hacı İlyas District Gani Str. No:18

ANKARA
Ercan POYRAZ 5327811297 Gazi Mustafa Kemal Boulevard No:21/6 Cankaya

ANTALYA
Kadir SARICALAR 5552791212 Kizilsaray District Yener Ulusoy Boulevard Nazmi Okutur Trade Center Flat: 3 No:10 Muratpasa

ARTVIN
Fatih AZGI 5052798834 Carsi District Evler Apt. No:3 Merkez

ARTVIN / YUSUFELI
Adem COKADAR 5377112154 Fevzicakmak Cd. No:14/A Yusufeli

AYDIN
Faruk ULUDAGLI 5307776285 Aydin Provincial Special Administration
AYDIN / NAZILLI
Bekir KAYA 5057121741 Ataturk Boulevard Pamukoglu Apt. No:227 Flat:1 Nazilli

BARTIN
Erol UGUR 5442165619 Kirtepe District Ipciler Str. No:2

BATMAN
Abdusselam BATU 5057734208 Diyarbakır Road Gunes Apt. No:33 Flat:6

BINGOL
Mensur KATIKSIZ 5055623957 Genc Road Buyuk Pasaj No:6 Flat:4

BITLIS
Ismet ALCA 5383282477 Zulfikarlar Trade Center No:31 Flat:2

BOLU
Turan KILINC 5072278558 Tabaklar District Cumhuriyet Road No: 93-10

BURSA
Ahmet ORUCOGLU 5337148503 Demirtaspara District Abdal Road No:2 Flat:2 Osmangazi

BURSA / INEGOL
Fatih BAYRAM 5353706361 Turgutalp District Kemalettin Sami Pasa Cd. No:55 Inegol

CORUM
H. Ibrahim ASKIN 5325449519 Karatekili District Gazi Road No:53/9 Balaban Passage

DENIZLI
Abdullah BASGUN 5052692444 Degirmen Onu District 1711 Str. No:8-3

DIYARBAKIR
Mehmet GOZU 5324339752 Hasanpasa Inn No:43

ERZINCAN
Metin CİMEN 5322837731 Inonu District Vali Recep Yavuzoglu Road No:9
ERZURUM
M. Zeki KORKMAZ 5363149015 Terminal District Gulsah Str. No:24 Yakutiye

ESKİŞEHİR
Cengiz KESIMLI 5055642199-5559819493 Deliklitas District Deliktas Road Calikusu Apt. No:60-2

GAZIANTEP
Abdulkadir IYIKASAP 5052568644 Kavaklik District Ordu Road 32-A102

GUMUSHANE / KELKIT
Coskun AYVAZOGLU 5056541861 Aydin Dogan Cad No:34/C Kelkit

GUMUSHANE / KURTUN
Tacettin BAYRAK 5067637229 Transit Road No:30-B Kurtun

HATAY
Abdulbasit YAVUZ 5057416362 Ayse Fitnat Hanım Road Ruyam Apt. No:1 Flat:1

ISPARTA
Osman ZABUN 5322810636 Kutlubey District Bugday Road 2 Sokak No:14-7

IZMİR
Mehmet EKER 5322610559 Fevzipasa Boulevard 1303 Str. No:2 Ercument Necipoglu Trade Center D:102-103 Cankaya

KARAMAN
Ali BAGCI 5359252403 Ali Sahane District 160 Str. No:2

KARS
Ayhan HIRA 5336554516 Kazımpara Cd. Balkay Trade Center. No:35 Flat: 5

KASTAMONU
Abdullah YILMAZ 5468402119 Kuzeykent District Vali Aydin Arslan Road 30 F D:1
KAYSERI
Ahmet ERKAN 5337433888 Cumhuriyet District Millet Road Belediye Durmaz Trade Center No:613 Flat:6 Melikgazi

KOCAELI
Musa TASCI 5055268962 Cedit District Hisar gecidi no:37 İzmit

KONYA
Mustafa KACAR 5053553635 Aziziye District Mimar Sinan Str. No:13-A Karatay

KUTAHYA / TAVSANLI
Saim DENİZ 5425111039 Ulucami District Upon Vakıf Hamami Flat:2 Tavsanlı

MANISA
Arif CELER 5057124608 Dincer District 2603. Sokak No:16-C

MANISA / AKHISAR
Ali ERKAN 5057153213 Hashoca District 91. Str. No:16-A Akhisar

MARDIN
Zeynal TEPE 5333750709 13 Mart District Eda Str. No:10 Yenisehir

MARDIN / KIZILTEPE
Ferhan AKAN 5335621691 Tepebaşı District Asmin Str. Mezopotamya Apt. No:5 Kiziltepe

MUGLA
Bayram BULUT 5343320823 Emir Beyazit District Kurbanlar Str. No:32

MUGLA / KOYCEGIZ
Nedai OLMEZ 5052959948 Gulpinar District Fevzipasa Road No:73/1 Koycegiz

MUGLA / YATAGAN
Cemil CAMCI 5335621691 Cuma District İnonu Boulevard No:111-1 Yatagan
MUS
İzdet GULACAR 5079913696 Atatürk Boulevard Under Zirve Dersanesi Flat:1

ORDU
Olgun KUCUK 5057757155 Yenimahalle Zubeyde Hanım Road 52. Str. No:197-6

ORDU / UNYE
Ibrahim ELIBOLCA 5063303093 Kaledere District 20 Temmuz Cd. No:28 Unye

OSMANIYE
Esat CETİN 5534235560 Alibey District Atatürk Cd. Aytun Dogan Str. No:2

RIZE
Fetullah SEN 5446541288 Canakkale Road Near of Site Mosque Flat:1

SAKARYA
Erhan DURSUN 5339567877 Adnan Menderes Road Asoglu Trade Center No:89/2 Adapazari

SAMSUN
Mehmet GULTEKIN 5436541360 Sait Bey District Denizciler Road Vakiflar Trade Center Asma Flat No:7/5 İlkadım

SIVAS
Cemal KARACA 5054432520 Eskikale District Osman Pasa Road Kavukcu Trade Center No:309

TEKIRDAG
Adem YARYIKAN 5362364171 Zafer District Adile Nasit Str. No:3

TOKAT
Mustafa SOLMAZ 5306647411 Alipasa District Dr. Remzi Topcam Road No:38-2

YOZGAT
Huseyin DURUSOY 5057540503 Asagi Nohutlu District Lise Road Oba Apt. No:9
ENSAR FOUNDATION AND INSTITUTIONS
CONTACT INFORMATION

**Head Office:** Suleymaniye Road No:11 Suleymaniye-Fatih / Istanbul  
**Phone:** 0212 513 03 09 - 0212 513 09 90  
**Web:** www.ensar.org  
**E-Mail:** info@ensar.org

**Center for Values Education:** Center for Values Education Ahmet Sisman Building Suleymaniye Road Elmaruf Str. No:3/A Fatih / Istanbul  
**Phone:** 0212 512 19 88 - 512 19 89 - 512 19 90  
**Web:** www.dem.org.tr  
**E-Mail:** info@dem.org.tr

**Istanbul Design Center:** Binbirdirek District. Sehitmehmetpasa Yokusu Str. No:40 Sultanahmet Fatih / Istanbul  
**Phone:** 0212 458 61 61  
**Web:** www.istanbultasarimmerkezi.org  
**E-Mail:** info@istanbultasarimmerkezi.org

**Ensar Tv:** Binbirdirek District Sehitmehmetpasa Yokusu Str. No:40 Sultanahmet-Fatih / Istanbul  
**Phone:** 0212 458 61 61  
**Web:** www.ensar.tv  
**E-Mail:** info@istanbultasarimmerkezi.org

**Ensar College:** 5.Etaph 2.Section Ertugrulgazi Road No:17 Basaksehir / ISTANBUL  
**Phone:** 0212 487 87 89  
**Web:** www.ensarkoleji.k12.tr  
**E-Mail:** info@ensarkoleji.k12.tr

**Ensar Preschool:** Asagi Dudullu District Tosya Cd. Duman Str. No:27 Umraniye / ISTANBUL  
**Phone:** 0216 611 19 83  
**Web:** www.ensaranaokulu.com  
**E-Mail:** bilgi@ensaranaokulu.com

**Ensar Publication Group:** Orucreis District Giyimkent Site 12. Str. No:40-42 Esenler / Istanbul  
**Phone:** 0212 491 19 03-04  
**Web:** www.ensarnesriyat.com.tr  
**E-Mail:** bilgi@ensarkitap.com